
 

Rabbits on the back foot -- but naturally
they're fighting back
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Dr Tanja Strive from CSIRO Entomology and the Invasive Animals CRC has
found that some rabbits in cool, high rainfall areas carry a benign virus that gives
them immunity to calicivirus. Image credit - Liz Poon, CSIRO

(PhysOrg.com) -- Australian rabbits have had everything but the kitchen
sink thrown at them over the years. Myxomatosis knocked them about
but they bounced back. The same with rabbit haemorrhagic disease
(RHD) or the calicivirus.

Now Dr Tanja Strive from CSIRO Entomology and the Invasive
Animals Cooperative Research Centre has found that some rabbits in
cool, high rainfall areas carry a benign virus that gives them immunity to
RHD.

"We knew that RHD was not as effective in these areas and we
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suspected from anti-body responses that there was a non-lethal
calicivirus out there. Now we have found it," she said.

"This new virus does not cause disease in rabbits and we fear that it
functions as a natural vaccine, protecting rabbits from the lethal
calicivirus."

Dr Strive said it was "needle-in-the-haystack" search as they had to find
out: which areas in Australia were affected, where in the rabbit the virus
lurked, at what age rabbits became infected and in which season the
virus was active.

"We discovered a new, endemic virus that we have called Rabbit
Calicivirus Australia," she said.

"Its ancestors probably came to Australia with the first rabbits 150 years
ago. We found it in the intestinal tissues and we believe it has a faecal-
oral mode of transmission."

The CEO of the Invasive Animals CRC, Professor Tony Peacock, said
rabbits are flexing their muscles again and are estimated to cost
Australia's agricultural industries around $200 million each year as well
as causing severe environmental damage. Just two rabbits per hectare can
be enough to stop plant regeneration.

"The discovery of this new virus has important implications for ongoing
and future rabbit control," Professor Peacock said.

In the short-term at least, rabbit control strategies in affected areas
needed to focus on integrated control, using methods such as the
Myxoma virus and warren destruction.

"We will need to use any existing window of opportunity to apply the
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lethal calicivirus more effectively and better target eradication attempts
on affected populations," Professor Peacock said.

"There is also a need for more research to understand where this virus is
and how it acts, so we can develop new strategies to overcome this
problem and maintain benefits of biocontrol in the future.

"The discovery of the virus means we must continue developing and
improving rabbit control options to reduce their impact and improve
ecosystem management."

Source: CSIRO Australia
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